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In many ways, the people of North Dakota have never been more interested in fossils. Most of this interest is associated with the rather phenomenal popularity of dinosaurs. In addition, over the last decade of environmental activism, there has been renewed discussion on the disposition of fossils as a natural resource. How (or if) to regulate the use of fossils as a resource (primarily in regard to their collection) has been the subject of panel discussions, workshops, memoranda of understanding, policy statements, legislation, and a considerable amount of argument among the various vested interests. The purpose of this symposium is to openly present and discuss issues about the varied use of fossils in North Dakota. Towards this end, well-qualified people, with a deep concern about the appropriate use of fossils in North Dakota, will present basic information and their views about fossils as a resource to exploit for the purposes of academic and applied research (including museum exhibits), the public’s recreational and hobbyist activities, primary and secondary education, and commercial-scale collecting.

Interest in fossils in North Dakota, particularly in dinosaurs, has been enhanced by press coverage and stimulated by a few vocal individuals, which together have promoted an attitude that North Dakota fossils should remain in North Dakota. Paleontologists from outside the state, who have undertaken research in North Dakota, have been portrayed as looters of North Dakota’s fossil treasure trove. The negative publicity that “outsiders” have received for “stealing” North Dakota fossils seems inappropriate in that they have been removed for academic study that will benefit North Dakota by the knowledge gained (at others’ expense). The public has been generally poorly informed about the process of paleontological research and the nature of North Dakota’s fossil record. In terms of the collection of fossils by North Dakotans for North Dakotans, the state has only very recently directly supported any program that provides the means to maintain collections or establish for itself an active role in understanding the extent of its fossil resources. What we do know about North Dakota fossils has resulted largely from the blending of graduate student and faculty research from both within and outside the state as a result of indirect use of limited state funding for higher education and from a few research-specific federal grants.

Although treated by some only as a commodity to be utilized for tourist dollars or other commercial enterprises, North Dakota’s primary interest in fossils should be educational, so as to promote and develop a more thorough understanding of the geological history of the state that will most appropriately serve the needs of all concerned. Education and economic considerations without attendant research by North Dakotans clearly limits how and what knowledge can be passed on to state agencies, institutions of higher learning, and the commercial sector. Only from purposeful state-supported endeavors, such as collections development, can a system be put into place that provides for the transmission of useful information to all concerned. The exhibit of fossils for tourism can be promoted, but this activity must be consistent with maintaining the educational and research value of fossils in existing programs.

Institutions, agencies, and interested citizenry of North Dakota should work together towards the scientific and public use of fossils. Existing research institutions, such as the North Dakota Geological Survey (NDGS) and the University of North Dakota Department of Geology and Geological Engineering (UND), have largely been responsible for the development and maintenance of paleontological collections and resulting knowledge about the state’s fossil resources. Paleontologists at the NDGS, UND, North Dakota State University (NDSU), and Minot State University (MSU) should play a fundamental role in providing expertise and information for the purposes of fossil utilization, whether for transmission of knowledge for public education, resource management, or for display. The NDGS is mandated to maintain fossil collections for the purpose of information dissemination to the public on the basis of representative examples of North Dakota fossils. As a state agency, the NDGS can serve as a liaison for public and government agency interaction with the greater paleontological community. UND has been the paleontological research facility for the state for forty years, with its substantial fossil collections and existing undergraduate and graduate programs in geology. UND’s responsibilities to the state should naturally continue to include the curation of fossil collections for the purposes of scientific study, undergraduate and graduate education, academic and applied research, and as a paleontological information resource to educators and other institutions and agencies in the state. Information from research collections maintained by other institutions, such as NDSU, MSU, and Dickinson State University, which have resulted from the research activities of their respective scholars, can be incorporated into a continuously augmented data base on the fossil collections of North Dakota. Paleontologists are fundamentally enthusiastic about fossils and, given appropriate opportunities, such as the request for help from the folks of the Pioneer Trail Museum in Bowman, are willing to be supportive and cooperative.

* The author is an invertebrate research paleontologist with the Energy and Environmental Research Center and an associate professor in the UND Department of Geology and Geological Engineering.
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